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FEW further thonghts as to speed and
legibility, at the risk of >ome repeti-

tion, posibly. The first-class steno-
er grapher is he who can follow the speak-
t 'a.matter how rapid his utterances, and

"scribe his notes with accuracy, if need be,With judgment and sound sense where de-
rinre from the real words is essential. To

the speaker, one should not enly be able
ifr te as rapidly as the words are spoken, but
tr tenl to twenty words a minute faster;-t

O there are times when there is indistinctness,
%t biguity, or a proper name again, confusion
he audience, or something else to throw the

rOrthIe back a few seconds, and it becomes ne-
ry to catch up. The ability, theu, to write

OFrapidiy than the speaking is of great and de-
i% advantage. Then there are times when

rte 'ns, whe perhaps only the day before were
tjarted with ease, become uncomfortably fast,

h listeners will aver they are speaking in
er Usual way. This is due te a stenograph-

phyi and mental condition. Nearly
noteut by hard nightwork, or many hours of
the -kg, the mind acting sluggishly and

iD seles protestingly, it is quite readily
beerstood how this feeling will arise. It rmay
fro that this painful dragging behind comes

Wri Want of practice, or froi unfamili-o With the subject being reported. To
the1t11e this, a few minutes' exercise with
the peu from dictation before engaging in
den Work greatly relieves and gives confi-
ret -. esPeeially if the strange outlines to be

by With have in a measure been anticipated
Y the dtation-reading. Daily practicoe fron

tiou even by the mont experienced phono-
no S e f great beneUt where the day has
If the I spent in actual work at note-taking.

notes are always read over, in addition,
cite (ne holding the original, it is surprising

oy much more ease the actual note-tak-

ing goes on a few hours afterwards. Reference
to, and practice from some phonographic work,
i. of benefit even to old reporters. Those in
the business who hâve not tried these plans,
will be agreeably and profitably surprised by a
practical observance for a month or so.

With all the advantages of phonography, and
the great progress made in it for real and
valuable purposes, improvements are yet pos-
sible, not only in outline of daily recurring
words, but speed and legibility. Some outlines
made rapidly, (no difference in what system,)
it must be confessed, are not what they ought
to be to ensure ease of transcription. There
are times when the most rapid systens known
fail in execution. It is pardonable-perhaps--
for sorne to say that they can read phonography
with the srane ease they can long-hand; but on
actual test there is not one who can maintain
that declaration true under all circumstances.
Even in the easiest work, there is sometimes
necessity for hesitation; and there are kinds of
work where, in transcription, if the person
averages half the ordinary speed he does well.
Admitting that in testimony often one can run
along for an hour as rapidly as the testimony
was given, there will be hitches now and then;
and with not a few there will be mistakes, too.
Bometimes the mistakes are silight; but sonie
old and long-experienced phonographers have
been guilty (even in their palmy days) of rather
mortifying ones. If there were an experience
meeting bore to-day on the subject of errrs,
and hnnest confe<uions made, and the whole
truth told. many a seemingly fair day's record
to the publie eye might be found to have been
not altogether clear of short omissions, or the
peculiar art of supply, or possibly nome cunning
guess-work. With the met expert stenograph-
ers this is not se common au those of short
experience might inter fron their own pecular
troubles in the same direction ; but they do
occur with al in the Course of a year's practice
and some year mers than otebos. We are not
infallible, nor is the expett senographer a bung-
1er nor dos he work as by chanc. He has to
deal with ali sorts of mon, with aIl sorts of
thought and expression, and with every con-
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